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	Hack This: 24 Incredible Hackerspace Projects from the DIY Movement, 9780789748973 (0789748975), Que, 2011

	Join today’s new revolution in creativity and community: hackerspaces. Stop letting other people build everything for you: Do it yourself. Explore, grab the tools, get hands-on, get dirty…and create things you never imagined you could. Hack This is your glorious, full-color passport to the world of hackerspaces: your invitation to share knowledge, master tools, work together, build amazing stuff–and have a flat-out blast doing it.


	 


	Twin Cities Maker co-founder John Baichtal explains it all: what hackerspaces are, how they work, who runs them, what they’re building—and how you can join (or start!) one. Next, he walks you through 24 of today’s best hackerspace projects…everything from robotic grilled-cheese sandwich-makers to devices that make music with zaps of electricity. Every project’s packed with color photos, explanations, lists of resources and tools, and instructions for getting started on your own similar project so you can DIY!


	 


	JUST SOME OF THE PROJECTS YOU’LL LEARN ABOUT INCLUDE…


	• Kung-fu fighting robots


	• Home-brewed Geiger counter


	• TransAtlantic balloon


	• Twitter-monitoring Christmas tree


	• Sandwich-making robot


	• Interactive Space Invaders mural


	• CNC mill that carves designs into wood, plastic and metal


	• Telepresence robot that runs an Internet classroom


	• Toy cars that are ridden by people


	• Bronze-melting blast furnace


	• Laptop-controlled robot fashioned from a wheelchair


	• DIY book scanner


	 


	JOHN BAICHTAL is a founding member of Twin Cities Maker, a hackerspace organization that has been collaborating for almost two years. Based in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota, Twin  ities Maker has its own rented warehouse complete with a welding station, woodshop, classroom, and ham radio transmitter. Baichtal has written dozens of articles, including pieces for AKE, the D&D publication Kobold Quarterly, and 2600: The Hacker Quarterly. He has contributed to Wired.com’s GeekDad blog for four years and blogged at Make: Online for two, publishing more than 1,500 posts during that time. He is now writing a book about Lego.
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Windows 7 Inside Out, Deluxe EditionMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		By some measures, Windows 7 sets a new standard for usability. It needs less out-of-the-box tweaking and troubleshooting than any Windows version we’ve ever used. The arrangement of folders and files in Windows Explorer, basic system security, User Account Control settings, and numerous other default configuration options are...



		

Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living: Surviving with Nothing But Your Bare Hands and What You Find in the WoodsUlysses Press, 2008
Forget reality TV stunts like eating bugs, the Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living provides in-depth instructions and step-by-step photos of real survival skills--exactly what one needs to stay alive in the woods. The book first covers immediate needs like starting a fire, erecting temporary shelter, and finding food. Then it goes beyond other...

		

SAP ALE, IDOC, EDI, and Interfacing Technology Questions, Answers, and ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for SAP Consultants
Over 200 EDI Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations!    

It’ s clear that SAP EDI is the key to interfacing technology for SAP -- and finding resources can be difficult. SAP EDI Questions, Answers, and Explanations guides you through your learning process....





	

Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL Programming (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2009

	This book and its prequel—Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL Querying—cover advanced T-SQL querying, query tuning, and programming in Microsoft SQL Server 2008. They are designed for experienced programmers and DBAs who need to write and optimize code in SQL Server 2008. For brevity, I’ll refer to the books as T-SQL...


		

The Selfish Meme : A Critical ReassessmentCambridge University Press, 2004
'Distin's discussion is even-handed and informative for those wishing to update themselves on the current state of play in the field.' Scientific and Medical Network Review
'A model of clarity, the book's appeal is wide - from philosophers to sociologists, anyone interested in how cultures change will benefit from reading The Selfish Meme. Her...

		

Teach Yourself VISUALLY Complete OS X MavericksVisual, 2013

	A deep dive into OS X Mavericks


	If you want to quickly cover the basics of Apple's new operating system, OS X Mavericks, and then delve deeper into the topic, this is the book for you. Using clear, step-by-step screenshots, Teach Yourself VISUALLY Complete OS X Mavericks shows you how to tackle not only beginning...
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